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Portuguese Court Rules PCR
Tests “Unreliable” & Quarantines “Unlawful”
Important legal decision faces total media blackout
in Western world

A

n appeals court in Portugal has ruled that the PCR process
is not a reliable test for Sars-Cov-2, and therefore any
enforced quarantine based on those test results is unlawful.

Further, the ruling suggested that any forced quarantine applied to
healthy people could be a violation of their fundamental right to liberty.
Most importantly, the judges ruled that a single positive PCR test cannot be
used as an effective diagnosis of infection.
The specifics of the case concern four tourists entering the country
from Germany – all of whom are anonymous in the transcript of the
case – who were quarantined by the regional health authority. Of the
four, only one had tested positive for the virus, whilst the other three
were deemed simply of “high infection risk” based on proximity to the
positive individual. All four had, in the previous 72 hours, tested
negative for the virus before departing from Germany.
In their ruling, judges Margarida Ramos de Almeida and Ana Paramés
referred to several scientific studies. Most notably this study by Jaafar
et al., which found that – when running PCR tests with 35 cycles or
more – the accuracy dropped to 3%, meaning up to 97% of positive
results could be false positives.
The ruling goes on to conclude that, based on the science they read, any
PCR test using over 25 cycles is totally unreliable. Governments and
private labs have been very tight-lipped about the exact number of
cycles they run when PCR testing, but it is known to sometimes be as
high as 45. Even fearmonger-in-chief Anthony Fauci has publicly stated
anything over 35 is totally unusable.
You can read the complete ruling in the original Portuguese here, and
translated into English here. There’s also a good write up on it on Great
Game India, plus a Portuguese professor sent a long email about the
case to Lockdown Sceptics.
*
The media reaction to this case has been entirely predictable – they
have not mentioned it. At all. Anywhere. Ever.
The ruling was published on November 11th, and has been referenced by
many alt-news sites since…but the mainstream outlets are maintaining
a complete blackout on it.
The reddit Covid19 board actually removed the post, because it was “not
a reliable source”, despite relying on the official court documents:

Lookout for a forced and disingenuous “fact-check” on this issue from
HealthFeedback or some other “non-partisan” outlet in the near future.
But until they find some poor shlub to lend their name to it, the media
blackout will continue.
Whatever they say, this is a victory for common sense over
authoritarianism and hysteria.
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Marcelo Araujo

Dec 2, 2020 10:36 AM

Portugal´s CSM (Superior Council of Magistrates), the highest body in the Portuguese Judiciary,
will hold a meeting today to “analyze” the decision of the Appeals Court judges.
There is a possibility that the judges may face disciplinary measures – for merely saying what any
honest person knows to be undeniably true.
Protestors have already begun to show up to display their anger with this possible attempt at
political interference in judicial matters.
Completely outrageous and never before seen in our country!
https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=10224035013484079&set=pcb.10224035017164171
https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=10224035014364101&set=pcb.10224035017164171
https://www.facebook.com/photo?fbid=10224035015884139&set=pcb.10224035017164171
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Brian

Dec 5, 2020 11:17 AM

Reply to Marcelo Araujo

That is crazy. Are you in Portugal?
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0

Nov 26, 2020 6:26 PM

A must read: https://ia601504.us.archive.org/16/items/the-scam-has-been-confirmed-pcrdoes-not-detect-sars-cov-2/The%20scam%20has%20been%20confirmed%20%20Dsalud%20November%202020.pdf
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Greg Green

Nov 24, 2020 2:29 PM

We live in an era when most of the western media have become like Pravda was.
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iskratov

Nov 28, 2020 12:50 PM

Reply to Greg Green

Look, they have always been even worse than Pravda, they have done nothing but hide or
promote wars around the world and collect money for the oligarch gangs. It is no coincidence
that the class struggle was won by the minority of the rich. Worse than Pravda ever, you can
swear it. All intent on hiding and justifying the continuation of Nazism and colonialism
under other symbols, in the eyes of the people.
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Dean Michael Jackson

Nov 24, 2020 6:07 AM

PCR is an amplification tool, it can’t detect/identify. Period.
Cycle threshold (CT) is not only arbitrary, it’s meaningless, and an abuse of Kary Mullis’
amplification tool. Using CT as a demarcation line to identify a pathogen is akin to a witch doctor
waving ‘healing objects’, while uttering magical incantations, over a sick member of the tribe.
CT is merely an arbitrary number of amplifications above an equally arbitrary lower number of
amplifications referred to as “background level”…
https://www.wvdl.wisc.edu/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/WVDL.Info_.PCR_Ct_Values1.pdf
The PCR amplifies nucleotide sequences exponentially…
https://www.khanacademy.org/science/ap-biology/gene-expression-andregulation/biotechnology/a/polymerase-chain-reaction-pcr
…up to approximately 40 amplifications,[1] therefore any differences between the CT level and
background level are meaningless. A CT of 21x merely means there were 21 amplifications. A CT
of 30 has 30 amplifications. A CT of 21x simply means the nucleotide sequence was amplified 21
times, not that there is “strong positive reactions indicative of abundant target nucleic acid”…
https://www.wvdl.wisc.edu/wp-content/uploads/2013/01/WVDL.Info_.PCR_Ct_Values1.pdf
At my blog, read the articles…
‘House of Cards: The Collapse of the ‘Collapse’ of the USSR’
‘Playing Hide And Seek In Yugoslavia’
Then read the article, ‘The Marxist Co-Option Of History And The Use Of The Scissors Strategy To
Manipulate History Towards The Goal Of Marxist Liberation’
Solution
The West will form new political parties where candidates are vetted for Marxist
ideology/blackmail, the use of the polygraph to be an important tool for such vetting. Then the
West can finally liberate the globe of vanguard Communism.
My blog…
https://djdnotice.blogspot.com/2018/09/d-notice-articles-article-55-7418.html
[1] Thereafter amplification growth is less than exponential.
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jassiq

Nov 23, 2020 6:21 PM

hloo
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Jodie

Nov 23, 2020 4:45 PM

Remember the phones are tapped and records being kept. Anyone continuing to comunicate
with the covid terrorists will be first in line for prosecution.
Taylor Swift - Look What You Made Me Do …
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WarrenMA

Nov 23, 2020 4:27 PM

So they’ve been cooking the test numbers as well. Why am I not surprised!
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steadydirt

Nov 23, 2020 3:05 PM

More truth leaking out contra the master plan;
https://www.zerohedge.com/medical/pandemic-over-former-pfizer-chief-science-officersays-second-wave-faked-false-positive
4
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0

Nov 23, 2020 1:16 PM

Reply to Resercher
There are a variety of different micro and nano size particles that cells produce both in health
and in disease. These particles can easily be mistaken for viruses.
What is more worrying is that artificial nanostructures that look exactly like certain viruses
consisting of empty protein shells have already been engineered that are already in use as drug
delivery systems. So anything can be used to fill the empty protein shells including RNA or DNA
sequences which they could then say it’s a natural pathogenic virus when it’s nothing of the sort.
These structures would show up on electron micrographs and turn out to be what they are not by
corresponding to the right size that fits their abstract model of a particular virus!
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Marcelo Machado de Araújo

Nov 23, 2020 11:16 AM

I live in Portugal.
This was a decision made the Appeals Court of Lisbon after the lower court of the Island of Azores
ruled that the forced quarantine of 2 English tourists was illegal because it amounted to
detainment and only courts can determine detainment, not government bodies.
The Prosecutor, unhappy with the ruling, appealled the decision.
The Lisbon Court of Appeals (ruling made by a collective of 3 judges – one appointed as the head)
not only confirmed the decision made by the lower court, but stated that the tests will highly
unreliable (97%).
The judges in the Court of Appeals who made this courageous ruling are under intense scrutiny
by even their peers and their ruling will be debated and analyzed in a meeting to be held by the
CSM (Superior Council of Magistrates) – the highest body in the Portuguese Judiciary.
They may be sanctioned for their decision and suffer penalties.
It´s really ominous when even the Juduciary becomes politicized.
These are dangerous times.
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Jodie

Nov 23, 2020 2:47 PM

Reply to Marcelo Machado de Araújo

Eveyone should go Portugal get some sun, boost their vitamin D levels over the winter. There
is also lots of ripe fruits there and herbs with biophotons. Portugal has everything to gain by
shooting down the covid cult.

The Biophoton Conspiracy Connection
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Judith

Nov 27, 2020 1:58 PM

Reply to Jodie

judi461@gmail.com
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Niki

Dec 5, 2020 2:52 AM

Reply to Jodie

This man makes some great points about eating live food. Yet, if the Great reset comes to
pass, the populace will all be fed GMO, (not the elite of course, they will have access to
healthy foods as they do now) the globalists are going to kill off billions off and sterilise
people on purpose so they can have THEIR version of utopia.
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Hector

Nov 23, 2020 4:25 PM

Reply to Marcelo Machado de Araújo

Thank you for the update Marcelo.
Hector, England
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paul

Dec 1, 2020 3:04 PM

Reply to Marcelo Machado de Araújo

Any update Marcelo?
1
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Marcelo Araujo

Dec 2, 2020 10:23 AM

Reply to paul

Hello Paul,
Yes, as a matter of fact.
Yesterday was a national holiday in Portugal (another one on December 8 – we have too
many holidays).
The CSM (Superior Council of Magistrates), the highest body in the Judiciary, is going to
hold a meeting TODAY to discuss the decision made by the 2 or 3 judges. The judges may
face disciplinary measures.
This has created a lot of tension and debate.
Various Portuguese centered Covid-19 truth groups (for example the “Juristas pela
Verdade”) have called upon the populace to appear in large numbers at the CSM building
to show those in power that they do not accept politics meddling with the Justice system
as this represents a direct threat to democracy and violates the separation of powers
principle. Let´s hope for a large turnout.
The CSM is not only composed of Magistrates – a good number of the members are
government appointed.Here is what the CSM website states regarding the composition
of this body:
“The Superior Council of the Judiciary is composed of the President of the Supreme Court
of Justice, two members appointed by the President of the Republic, seven members
elected by the Assembly of the Republic, seven members elected by Judicial Magistrates
(one of whom is a Supreme Court Judge who serves as Vice President, two Judges of the
Courts of Appeal and four Judges of Law, one proposed by each Judicial district).”
Let´s see what happens. The incovenient truth put the Portuguese government in a tight
spot.
I will try to keep the forum updated – please remind me.
Cheers
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Tim

Dec 6, 2020 9:36 PM

Reply to Marcelo Araujo

Hi Marcelo
Any updates further updates?
Naturally no word in the english speaking media at least as far as google guides my
searches…..
Cheers
0
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Marcelo Araujo

Dec 7, 2020 12:42 AM

Reply to Tim

Hello Tim,
Yes.
There is an important update.
Please see below.
The Superior Council of Magistrates declared there were no gounds to apply
disciplinary measures.
Let´s see where it goes from here:
The link to the information:
https://www.csm.org.pt/2020/12/02/acordao-referente-a-confinamento-nosacores-sem-relevancia-disciplinar/?
fbclid=IwAR1anlWID7_x4uzE6JXGhMKE2YxSpRT28Cwj77tF2v9MpDYUUb8Yvu
gXyq8
NOTE TO THE PRESS
The CSM, in its plenary meeting on 02/12/2020, analyzed the Judgment of the
Lisbon Court of Appeal, dated 11/11/2020, and decided by a majority that:
1 – Notwithstanding the recognition that there may be some unnecessary excess
in the appeal decision, which is likely to create controversy in the current context,
understands that it does not have disciplinary relevance;
2 – The CSM expresses its confidence that the Judges will continue to judge
independently, in accordance with the Constitution and the law;
3 – The CSM takes the opportunity to disclose that, within the scope of its
competences, studies are already underway for legislative proposals to respond to
the impact of the pandemic situation on the functioning of the justice system.
Lisbon, December 2, 2020
Superior Council of the Judiciary
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Tim

Dec 11, 2020 8:44 PM

Reply to Marcelo Araujo

Thanks for the update.
That’s great news.
It seems Portugal is becoming a leading light in true liberal democratic
actions unlike the rest of the west that is leading the world with woke
“liberalism”.
Of course no mention of this anywhere in the mainstream at least here in
New Zealand.
0

John the First

0

Reply

Nov 23, 2020 2:34 AM

“The reddit Covid19 board”
They actually have a ‘Covid19 board’? HILARIOUS. Luckily I wasn’t eating anything when reading
this, else I could have been another victim of covid, choking to death on my food accidentally due
to a spontaneous spasm of the most comical absurdity.
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Almondson

Nov 23, 2020 3:11 PM

Reply to John the First

They have several, with the comments teeming with pious followers of scientism debating
the minutae of virology just as rabbis debate the “Law”…
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Nov 22, 2020 6:04 PM

2020 sees the 2nd wave of misuse of PCR tests. The first wave happened in 2009
https://twitter.com/MLevitt_NP2013/status/1330555211761422336?s=20
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Brian

Nov 22, 2020 5:33 PM

Apologies, I said new special operations commander was chris covell, its chris miller, sorry, slip of
the brain
2
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Brian

Nov 22, 2020 5:25 PM

It all sounds doom and gloom and I totally agree with all the comments but there are drastic
changes happening benesth the scenes within the US special forces community in relation to
taking down the deep state, a new commander in chief has been appointed to replace the now
gone corrupt head, the new appointee chris covell who has been in the special forces operations
for 40 years is starting to make immediate action to destroy all foreign and domestic enemies of
the US, communism to be clear that biden and his clan have been using to give america and the
world to the Chinese for many years now, that will be over, the deep state wont get their way, for
more information regarding this guy, an ex special forces and cia operations activist along with
tens of thousands like him pissed off and ready to take action, his instagram account is
#unleashingintution he has a screwtube channel I’m not sure of the link but can easily be
referenced from his instagram, keep the positive energy vibes high, don’t give in to despair as
this is negative energy exactly what the deep state thrives on, hence the fake virus, masks,
lockdowns, we will overcome, trump may be the lesser of all evils but at least he has vowed to get
rid of the deep state, and yes he wull be serving another term in office now that bidens
corruption is being exposed, he’s done, peace
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Dors

Nov 22, 2020 7:32 PM

Reply to Brian

Brian, everything you said are things I heartily agree with, except one word: “communism.”
We, many of us in Europe tend to have a different notion of communism and communist than
Americans : a communist of the kind I was initially acquainted with was a romantic person,
wanting strong local communities, ready to risk their life for ideals in the fight against
oligarchic elites, Mussolini and Hitler, while otherwise might not hurt a fly, conservative in
cultural outlooks, cultivating their skills to a high level, … The Communism in many dreams,
rather than a grey bureaucratic maze, is more like Star Trek, with the path to it being less of a
clearly delineated route and more of an unknown territory and a puzzle to be solved. For
more of what can drive a leftist, including a communist to violence, see George Orwell’s
Looking Back on the Spanish War. Regards
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Kalen

Nov 23, 2020 1:50 AM

Reply to Dors

Politically, around time of WWI, the meaning of term Communist, although long existent
before was tailored in a way to distinguish revolutionarily Marxists from reformist
Marxists of Second International and its leading faction of German SPD, controlled by
faction of parliamentary reformists of Kautsky ideology after revolutionary faction of
R.Luxemburg was sidelined and expelled from SPD forming KPD, Communist Party of
Germany.
This was betrayal of Marxism of First International supporting Paris Commune kind of
systemic socialist revolution. This split between second International and creation of
Third International marked creation of social democratic leftist evolutionary ideology,
implemented by the very SPD in Germany after WWII, proving fallacy of theory gradual
changes of socialist controlled governance as eventually furthering revolutionary goal of
full working class emancipation from rule of capital.
Unfortunately, as Stalin by 1929 ( after Trotsky’s exile) completely took over Third
International leadership amid Lenin’s death and undercut its international revolutionary
character by declaring new Stalinist ideology of “socialism in one country” and peaceful
coexistence with capitalist countries, term Communist became associated not with
international revolutionary caring about fate of working people fighting for change
toward equal, classless self government society worldwide but Soviet State apparatchiks
which interest was not to change society from capitalist to socialist kind of social relations
but to defend Soviet state under supposed exigent circumstances of global threat of
counterrevolution funded by global capitalism. Dissolution of Third International by
Stalin in 1942 should have return the term Communist to previous Marxist meaning
leaving Stalin regime as defenders of state capitalism under command and control of
political ruling class.
The real Communist does not want to take power to run supposed workers paradise he
only is enlightened to know what it is or other delusions about “real” socialism but to let
people self govern, become direct collective decision makers of their fate, control their
commons and organize their own communities/society under principles of all inclusive
equality, equity and egalitarianism.
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Almondson

Nov 23, 2020 3:17 PM

Reply to Brian

Keep dreaming. The US “special forces community” (that “community” word is looking like a
used condom by now) consists largely of brainwashed killers on steroids, whose idea of
“freedom” is freedom to consume the planet’s resources at the expense of everyone else. It is
they who have enabled US crimes against humanity that dwarf any other empire in known
history. They are nothing but CIA/ NSA mercenaries.
The use of the world “communism” in the above comment as in many others here, is all one
needs to know about the level of insight and understanding of the commenters.
To many of us outisde the US, these folks are stuck in the McCarthy era, and many are no
doubt in full support of US global domination ( “they are jealous of our freedumbs!”).
There has never been a communist system as Marx described communism. CHINA IS NOT
COMMUNIST and neither was the USSR- it’s all a facade. CHINA IS A FASCIST STATE.
Fascism means the state working together with private capital to brutally oppress &
exploit the masses.
https://app.sigle.io/almondson.id.blockstack
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From Far Away

Nov 26, 2020 11:51 AM

Reply to Almondson

[Fascism means the state working together with private capital to brutally oppress &
exploit the masses.]
To paraphrase you: The use of the world “fascism” in the above comment is all one needs
to know about your lack of honest, complete insight and understanding of fascism.
1
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Nov 28, 2020 5:53 PM

Reply to Brian

Hi Brian, have you considered that what you are describing may actually be another part of
the global game? Like Trump as ‘saviour’ who will rescue the masses from the evil ‘deep
State’? Sounds a lot like a Hollywood film in its formulaic approach. Coincidence? It might be
helpful to consider the concept of an evil NWO as the black hat version of the white hat
version New International Economic Order (aka World Govt/Multipolar World
Order/formerly BRICS etc). Both Orders belong to the ruling class. Covid as the pretext to
being rescued by the ‘good guys’. The NIEO and the NWO have run simultaneously since the
40’s. Its a dialectic game of ‘good’ and ‘evil’. Both paths lead to the same outcome of global
government but having a decoy evil NWO allows immense perception management for what
we would never accept otherwise. The media has encouraged a great deal of attention
towards the evil version obviously, and far less so the NIEO and its forever morphing name.
The globalists really are Masters of fooling the masses with their multi levelled occult
distractions and propaganda to guide our attention away from what really matters which is
being creators of our own story.
If you see ‘mass arrests’ playing out on the global stage I urge you to consider the possibility
of a ‘real world’ Hollywood movie being played out for our benefit, and the many unwitting
participants aside, designed to allow a changing of the guard for ‘real power’. It’s not like
we’ve not been groomed already is it?
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Kurt Konrad

Nov 22, 2020 5:00 PM

“perhaps none of our leading politicians were legitimately elected”
It might be well possible that elections are rigged all over the place, but even if they’re not,
democracy, is purported, is an illusion.
The reasons are many.
Electoral systems are inherently fucked up one way or another. FPTP and proportionate
representation and everything in between. At best, electoral system are, in theory, a gross
approximation of the notion that the “majority rules”.
Another problem is the short length of the electoral term, the myopic vision of our existence. On
the rare occasions when public debate is about something substantial, it only targets the
upcoming electoral period, four to five years or so. Totally ridiculous. Just about nothing
substantial ever gets discussed, the effers in MSM in tandem with politicians lead people to
argue about total BS, which subsequently forms the basis for people’s decisions at the ballot box,
regardless of how useless their votes are in the first place.
The system is out and out dishonest, an illusion of what it purports to be.
All this is due to the fact that people have allowed themselves to be dumbed down and/or failed
to educate themselves. The only way out of this is for people to pull their heads out of their asses,
stop mindlessly consuming and start using their brains. Not likely to happen, I know.
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John the First

Nov 23, 2020 3:00 AM

Reply to Kurt Konrad

“perhaps none of our leading politicians were legitimately elected”
“It might be well possible that elections are rigged all over the place, but even if they’re not,
democracy, is purported, is an illusion.”
Hilariously childish, if only there would be real democracy, all would end up well. And since it
does not end up well, everything is probably rigged.. How some people cling onto their
fantasy utopia, blaming everything but the system and its people which mothered the
situation is beyond me.
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Kurt Konrad

Nov 23, 2020 11:20 AM

Reply to John the First

Wherefrom you’ve extrapolated your comment I understand not. Probably your favorite
bodily orifice. It would behoove you to read what you’re responding to. If you’re looking to
vent your frustrations or need an enemy, find yourself some other victim …
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Almondson

Nov 23, 2020 3:32 PM

Reply to Kurt Konrad

off topic. Please take the US election nonsense elsewhere.
1
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Kurt Konrad

Nov 23, 2020 4:36 PM

Reply to Almondson

Incredible. You read what you respond to? Or allow the stuff pass your brain? Or your
brain not working ….?
I was actually responding to another comment about democracy per se. You see anything
about US election nonsense (sic) in the text above ….?
3
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Nov 22, 2020 4:41 PM

What a shambolic mess these globalists have perpetrated against us all.
All over a flu season that is equating roughly to 2013 and not as bad a 1983 which were not out of
the ordinary years and Hong kong flu and asian flu were twice as bad in mortality terms.
It seems the obvious had been overlooked.
Those who do not exhibit symptoms according to Koch’s postulates can not be infected.
Nature just published the findings of nearly 10 million tests in china and found assymptomatic
cases to be negligible 300 out of 10,000,000
Long covid is a facile dream.
Post-lockdown SARS-CoV-2 nucleic acid screening in nearly ten million residents of Wuhan,
China | Nature Communications
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Grafter

Nov 22, 2020 12:49 PM

Former Health Secretary Jeremy Hunt wants Brits to take a monthly coronavirus test, with a
negative result earning them “freedom passes.” His idea angered some commenters, who called
it “Orwellian.”
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George Mc

Nov 22, 2020 8:33 AM

The Western MSM has attained a claustrophobic monotony that now makes the old image of
Soviet totalitarianism seem like the very essence of freedom. A truly free media would meet
claims of increasing viral devastation with guffaws of derision. Instead we continue to get the
hushed awed voices and the Biblical pronouncements of the coming doom. Meanwhile the
catastrophic effects of the lockdown are either airbrushed out completely or made to look like
they were caused by the virus.
The media may as well be reciting Tolkien’s Lord of the Rings as an account of what is happening
out there with hourly updates on the war against Sauron.
24
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dada

Nov 22, 2020 6:31 PM

Reply to George Mc

At leats you made me laugh lol
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Gezzah Potts

Nov 22, 2020 8:21 AM

Regards the whole scamdemic, with the PCR tests, lockdowns and mandatory facemasks, here is
the latest news from the wacky state of Victoria.
As of midnight tonight, facemasks will no longer be required when outdoors… as long as you
maintain social distancing. However, you still need to put on a facemask when entering any
store, even if it’s almost empty. As soon as you leave the store, you can remove your facemask.
However, if you’re queueing up for a sausage at an outside barbecue, guess what? You must put
your mask back on.
Oh yeah, and they’re still mandatory on all public transport. Yet for weeks now, at cafes, I’ve seen
people sitting outside, in close proximity, eating and drinking… all without masks. Does the virus
go on a break when people eating at cafes?
It’s now 23 days straight in Melbourne without any ‘cases’. Does any of this make any sense to
anyone, apart from the covid cult members? Just bonkers.
28
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EDITH

Nov 22, 2020 9:05 AM

Reply to Gezzah Potts

i do hope you all get back to our normal in Qld soon…. had a panic this week as my son lives in
SA and they went nuts there for a few days all over a lie….showing what idiots they all are….
one can just keep fingers crossed they all stay in a straight line and don’t get overcome with
bullshit…….. though i do worry that they can get through xmas without wet dreams…..
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Gezzah Potts

Nov 22, 2020 9:22 AM

Reply to EDITH

Edith: The Great Reset, Agenda 2030, The Fourth Industrial Revolution. This is what it’s all
about. Normal isn’t coming back. Normal is finished. Yes, there’ll be breaks now and
again, restrictions will be lifted for a while, facemasks removed for a while, then it’ll all be
reimposed again.
The whole ‘pandemic’ and the vaccines are the vehicles to bring in a technofascist police
state. The politicians have betrayed us in a monumental way. The lockdowns, facemasks,
social distancing, etc is about psychologically conditioning people to accept these
massive changes.
I hope that a lot more people wake up to what is really going on, tho I’m not holding my
breath. I hope your week goes well.
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Kurt Konrad (Jacques)

Nov 22, 2020 3:19 PM

Reply to Gezzah Potts

Afraid you’re right, man.
We can try to fight it here and there, but the truth is that the m-effers have this
planned, well planned. They’ve probably got all the bases covered. They do nothing
than plan stuff like this, for years, decades, centuries.
We’re probably entering a dark age during which, hopefully, people will wake up to
realize the oppression that has been foisted on them (obviously not the case now).
And, hopefully, since they’ll have Greater Good behind their backs, they’ll be able to
devise ways how to rid themselves of the digital shackles.
The good thing is that we are the light, creation, life – they are the darkness,
destruction, and death. How things will work out I know not, but I trust that people
will think of something.
Can something be done now? Dunno. I think legal action is the only recourse.
Politicians are utterly worthless – there is no opposition at all.
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Gezzah Potts

Nov 22, 2020 9:07 PM

Reply to Kurt Konrad (Jacques)

I really wish I was wrong my friend. I wish all the other very astute and
knowledgeable commenters here were wrong also, but the evidence is
overwhelming about what’s been planned and what is coming.
One option is to hide under a rock and pretend nothing is happening. The second
other option is to accept the reality of this agenda and do whatever is in my power
to oppose it.
I will always choose the second option.
I know there have been class action lawsuits lodged here in Australia against both
the Victorian and Federal Govts. Appreciate your reply, and wish you a good and
productive week.
2

Reply

0

karenlivesmatter

Nov 24, 2020 1:07 AM

Reply to Kurt Konrad (Jacques)

it’s speakeasy time….
when handed lemons, make an awesome lemonade
martini under the table… who needs a fake covid passport…. we got positives and
negatives, whatcha need? adapt and survive… fight the powers that be!
WWG1WGA
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Reply

0

Phillip

Nov 22, 2020 3:57 PM

Reply to Gezzah Potts

re: “The politicians have betrayed us …”
As is coming to light about the widespread 2020 US presidential election fraud, it
would appear that perhaps none of our leading politicians were legitimately elected.
They are not betraying us specifically, they are simply not betraying their real master
who put them into these positions, most likely against the will (by corrupting/fixing
the vote results) of the population. If we didn’t put them in power with our votes, they
owe us nothing, so there would be no betrayal, per se.
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Reply

0

Almondson

Nov 23, 2020 3:35 PM

Reply to Gezzah Potts

There was never any “normal” for those with eyes open. Modern culture is essentially
insane.

5

Reply

-1

Barbara

Nov 22, 2020 10:17 AM

Reply to Gezzah Potts

Dictator Dan is quite obviously taking his pronouncement orders from a lunatic or lunatics of
greater magnitude than himself . He’s appears quite pleased with the completely chaotic
nonsense he is subjecting Victorians to. Unbelievably, many don’t for a moment question his
obvious lunacy. They are even grateful that he is keeping them ‘safe’ from a killer disease with
a miniscule fatality count, and that’s even with inflated and fake figures. ‘Sheeple’ are so easy
to control..
6
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0

Gezzah Potts

Nov 22, 2020 11:48 AM

Reply to Barbara

Tell me about it! The level of surreal madness here is like something out of a Kafka novel.
You would think, that even the dullest person, sitting close to others at a cafe table or a
pub, everyone not wearing masks, all there for an hour or more, then they get up to leave,
and they all put their facemasks back on.
Hello? Hello? Ding Dong… people can’t be this fecken dumb? Surely? An 8 year old could
see this was bollocks.
Oh, and you do know about Victoria’s Chief Health Officer, Brett Sutton, don’t you? He was
previously at the Burnet Institute, which received generous grants from the Bill and
Melinda Gates Foundation, and he is the brother in law of Jane Halton who was at Event
201. She has high up connections also.
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0

dada

Nov 22, 2020 6:35 PM

Reply to Gezzah Potts

Where i live you only have to put a mask on while walking to your table. You can take
the mask off when you are outside the restaurant and once you are sitting at the
table. So basically you have to waste a mask just to walk 20 seconds to your table. But
people willingly play along with it and don’t complain. Never seen anything more
retarded than that!
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0

Gezzah Potts

Nov 22, 2020 8:54 PM

Reply to dada

You’d think, that maybe, just maybe, with all the contradictions and people
removing masks when seated next to others at cafes, that more people would
wake up! No! Sigh…
1

Reply

0

New Yorker

Nov 22, 2020 11:56 AM

Reply to Gezzah Potts

Does any of this make any sense to anyone
https://www.rt.com/news/507469-china-president-coronavirus-qrcodes/
The global elite are completely aligned on this matter. This is a joint project.
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0

Gezzah Potts

Nov 22, 2020 12:15 PM

Reply to New Yorker

I know. They’re all in on it. Reports that QR codes are now appearing in shops in Sydney
and Melbourne. Will read this article on the way to work in the morning, thanks for the
link.
0

Tim Jenkins

Reply

0

Nov 22, 2020 8:18 AM

Portuguese Appeals court demands state blocking of Reddit IP, suspension and detention of any
Reddit employees and their legal rights to any communications, except, with their lawyers, who
will be ordered… if necessary Extradited to attend proceedings in The Hague, regarding
Human Rights and medical science, leading onto defying COURT ORDERS & dissemination of
Portuguese court orders’ decisions and administrative procedure. .. WhatTheFuck were Reddit
thinking, legally speaking? Above the law? In whose jurisdiction?
Yeeehaaaa, in the wild East of Eden, reddit just committed suicide.
Just another publisher with an agenda of censorship and brainwash.
A psyop tool. THAT’s Reddit. Clear as day.
Good news, actually, for contstructive communities. Rock on Portugal.
Test Jack Dorsey! To the limit of legal appeal, cards on table…
Not on soapboxes! Slipppery jack d’quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
And lands face to face in the jaws of Tibetan Mastifff, abstract.
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0

Gezzah Potts

Nov 22, 2020 9:38 AM

Reply to Tim Jenkins

Welcome back Tim I hardly ever looked at Reddit until someone mentioned their
censorship of this story, and provided a link. After the tidal wave of censorship this year,
nothing surprises me anymore, nothing.
So many alleged anti establishment figures (cough) and alternative media sites have
revealed their utter treachery and their true colours. And now we’re at the point where the
pyschopaths are in the home stretch of rolling out the vaccines.
And you know what comes next don’t you? I hope you’re not intending to jump on a plane in
future, or apply for certain jobs or go to the cinema or other social activities where you will
need a vaccination certificate to prove you are ‘safe’.
Hope your week goes well. At least there have been large protests in Europe in the last month
or so. Something to be positive about…
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0

JudyJ

Nov 22, 2020 11:55 AM

Reply to Gezzah Potts

Hi Gezzah
Here’s an ‘upbeat’ article I woke up to this morning…
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-8974617/Britons-test-negative-Covid-twiceweek-set-receive-freedom-pass.html
All we’ve got to do is sell our souls to the Devil for eternity and, bingo, “it will allow the
country to get back to normal next year” [my emphasis]. Whoever is claiming that has a
very perverse concept of ‘normal’.
For any DM readers who can’t think for themselves, those are the key words that they
home in on and the psychopathic manipulators driving the tyranny rely on that.
Thankfully, most of the BTL commentators have seen through it.
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0

Gezzah Potts

Nov 22, 2020 12:28 PM

Reply to JudyJ

Hi Judy… was just about to crash and noticed your reply. Up at 6.15 in the morning as
selling mag about 35 kms from home, in a suburb on the outskirts of Melbourne. I’ll
read this on the train in the morning.
As I said to Edith, normal is finished. It ain’t coming back…. unless tens of millions get
out in the streets and cause merry havoc. We need a lot more people to wake up.
I’m still trying to wake people up, but one really positive thing about being back
working is I’ve met covid sceptics almost each day I’ve been out. To talk to fellow
sceptics face to face, and even hug them, or shake their hand is such a positive boost
mentally!
Reminded me of the people you’ve bumped into on your walks including that man
who was initially a covid cult member, and is now a sceptic.
Hope your week goes well, cheers
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Ort

Nov 22, 2020 8:19 PM

Reply to JudyJ

Maybe it’s just a semantic muddle.
If pressed, those who blithely throw around the word “normal” might eventually
sheepishly acknowledge that OK, maybe it won’t really be normal “normal”– but at
least it will be kind of normish.
They will hope that this is a satisfactory admission, because they tend to be the kind
who believe that compromise and sensible adjustment makes the world go round.
0

Yang

Reply

0

Nov 22, 2020 5:15 PM

Reply to Tim Jenkins

I don’t understand what’s written here, I cannot find any links upon search.
0

Reply

0

Tim Jenkins

Nov 22, 2020 8:41 PM

Reply to Yang

Good morning, Siri, contact Alphagogo analytics.
0
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0

Yang

Nov 22, 2020 10:44 PM

Reply to Tim Jenkins

I’m not a bot. What I did was cut and pasted your English into a couple servers and
nothing came up and requesting a link is not bot-natured, as they seek to occlude the
truth.
Thank you and piss off if you can’t provide a proper link.
1

Kurt Konrad

Reply

-1

Nov 22, 2020 6:39 AM

How about if, instead of continuing to state in a yet another way how things are fucked up,
everybody tried to brainstorm and formulate how this BS could be contested in courts?
As somebody has mentioned, the perpetrators, such as Klaus “Cockroach” Schwab and his
underlings and sycophants, must have thought this through, and not only has the crap been
foisted upon people in a manner that is probably formally legal, but also specific-purpose shitelaws have been adopted in various countries, but what we’re experiencing certainly contravenes
the spirit of the law. And there must be prosecutors and judges out there willing to defend
justice and freedoms, this Portuguese court being a case in point.
If thousands and thousand of people file charges with proper evidence, something might stick.
At least it’s worth trying.
My two cents …
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0
Yang

Nov 22, 2020 5:25 PM

Reply to Kurt Konrad

Working on that. The fraud or deceit claim is the angle that the German attorney is taking,
whereby the agents of entities are personally sued so that they cannot hide behind the
strawman.
I saw another idea of actually serving politicians, but that was censored.
There is also the matter of getting out of their jurisdiction. This is considerably more
complicated but may be the only way, since politicians are officers of corporations that owe
their duty to the State and not “persons” or “citizens” who are wards of the State. There are
many terms of art used in documentation employed to confound its readers. Many lawyers
don’t even know this stuff.
1

Reply

0

Dors

Nov 22, 2020 8:43 PM

Reply to Kurt Konrad

Contesting in courts helps, and it is a very welcome contribution. It needs to be done by
people who know what they’re doing: even top lawyers need to make huge efforts to avoid
making asses of themselves, as Reiner Fuellmich said in his most recent video. It also requires
relatively uncorrupted courts. It also requires some kind of a pressure from the ‘public
opinion’ to rise against attempts at corrupting them. As well as against attacks against people
like Fuellmich. Let us recall the assassinations of civil rights movements’ leaders. At the same
time, the oligarchs can’t get what they want, as it goes against the laws of nature.
It looks to me we’re entering a pretty long period of turmoil, like in civil wars.
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0

Almondson

Nov 23, 2020 3:44 PM

Reply to Kurt Konrad

I agree with the German Corona Investigative Committee: The ONLY way to fight this in the
courts is to focus on the use of PCR tests and to sue specific individuals engaged in
misinformation.
Any other avenue (especially mentioning that viruses are not proven to be real) will not break
the century-old brainwashing.
1
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0

my parents said know

Nov 22, 2020 4:24 AM

Pretend that there had been no PCR test:
Would you still feel your leaders were doing what’s best?
With job-loss, depression, and cruel isolationWould you still think that lockdowns were good for the nation?
10
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my parents said know

Nov 22, 2020 4:25 AM

Reply to my parents said know

Obviously, this is a question for the lost souls, and not for all of you folks here who help keep
me sane.
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0

Rick Giombetti

Nov 22, 2020 2:08 AM

The media black out of any information countering the Covid Coup narrative, even when there is
a court case in the EU exposing the fraud, is troubling. It is going to be an uphill struggle to fight
against this coup.
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0
Stewart

Nov 22, 2020 4:08 AM

Reply to Rick Giombetti

I’m hoping and praying people power will see us through this and eventually expose the
truth. It could happen but I’m not putting any money it.
1
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charles kint

Nov 22, 2020 2:04 AM

Why don’t we call it the new abnormal
10

Reply
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ToyAussie

Nov 22, 2020 3:52 PM

Reply to charles kint

and the Great Setback ..
6
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Ort

Nov 22, 2020 8:14 PM

Reply to charles kint

Good idea!
FWIW, I’ve been calling it the New Abnormal since April. That’s when the authorities
abruptly switched from the initial “lockdown” rationale (a “two-week shutdown” to allow
hospitals and health services to gear up for a predicted massive influx of patients) to the
“indefinite shutdown with draconian restrictions, at least until a vaccine is available” status
quo.
This internationally coordinated moving of the goalposts convinced me that even if some
unique nasty flu virus was truly making a lot of people ill, the Megadeath Virus of Doom
pandemic was an opportunistic Big Lie for the purpose of establishing a New Abnormal.
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Reply

0

Schmitz Katze

Nov 21, 2020 11:08 PM

Alex Berenson, former NYT reporter and author:
“If you’d like to know how the US has reach 200,000 reported #sarscov2 deaths, the
Milwaukee coroner’s office is a good place to start. It reports the (anonymized) death
certificates of #Covid cases. Just a few of the most recentThree in a row: A woman, 90, in renal and heart failure A man, 84, with prostate cancer,
dementia, and heart disease A man, 88, with heart and renal failure, afib, diabetes, and
Parkinson’s (yes, all five, can’t make it up). All in the first 20 cases. All called Covid.”
https://twitter.com/AlexBerenson/status/1308045036391727104
15

0

George Mc

Reply

Nov 21, 2020 10:03 PM

More Left covid worship:
https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/can-europe-make-it/significance-covid-19-crisis/
“You may ask, where does this leave us? How significant is the COVID-19 crisis? Well, very, of
course, …”
Of course! No doubt about it!
“…but it is difficult to assess the impact it will have on the political and economic infrastructures
that only a few months ago felt immoveable and almost permanent. Things appear in flux and
yet feel suspended at the same time.”
It’s all shaken up, eh? A bit of problem/ reaction/ solution?
“…it is difficult to determine what impact (if any) our separation will have on the newly-discovered
fragility of our interconnected infrastructures, the reality of human-nonhuman co-dependency or
on the willingness to pursue political change on the crossroads of hope, despair and collective
amnesia.”
We seem to be facing a very fertile chaos.
And isn’t it astonishing how these Lefties just plunged right into the covid scenario and
deliriously followed all the planet transforming possibilities. Is there any indication at all of

doubt? Why yes! Here it is:
https://www.opendemocracy.net/en/countering-radical-right/social-media-platformwelcomes-qanon-open-arms/
“QAnon-believers see themselves as a movement that will help President Donald Trump to
topple the conspiracy, in the so-called coming ‘Storm’. With the COVID-19 pandemic, the
conspiracy became more virulent and took root outside the US – QAnon posters appeared, for
example, at so-called ‘anti-Corona protests’ in Germany or the protests against lockdown measures in
the UK. While there has been a QAnon community in both countries before the COVID-19
pandemic, the anti-lockdown protests in Germany greatly boosted the popularity of the movement
and anti-5G protests in the UK worked as a vehicle for the conspiracy myth.”
Message: Only Right wing nutters question covid!
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0

George Mc

Nov 21, 2020 10:48 PM

Reply to George Mc

And why is our glorious revolutionary bastion of Open Democracy so concerned about the
migration patterns of these Righties? Well it all comes down to an ominous warning to sites
like Off-Guardian:
“The term Alt-Tech (short for Alternative Technology) refers to websites, social media
platforms, and Internet service providers that challenge the dominant large companies in the
business. With increasing deplatforming many have gained popularity among the far right
due to their lenient moderation policies.”
So a message to all you sites that “challenge the dominant large companies in the business”.
Don’t become “lenient” in your moderation policies. Some things are more sacred than facts
e.g. responsibility to …large companies.
Still – there is an upside here: only two comments after this wretched article. And look at the
nerve of the first from one “Apollyon”:
“Can”t control what the people think anymore…”
This instantly challenged by “BC”, a loyal defender of corporate “responsibility”:
“Are you seriously suggesting that followers of this absurd conspiracy theory think? What a
ridiculous notion!”
Ooh swish, BC! You’re such a wag. And you get one up vote from another corporate
cocksucker.
A gratifyingly threadbare show for what is hopefully a sinking ship!
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Yang

Nov 22, 2020 5:52 PM

Reply to George Mc

The Qtards are delusional about the president’s policies regarding the plague. Last American
Vagabond and Whitney Webb have thoroughly exposed Trump’s duplicity on the matter,
marked conflicts of interest, and ties to the Gate’s Foundation.
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Almondson

Nov 23, 2020 3:48 PM

Reply to Yang

The “Qtards” are practically non-existent outside the Bible Belt.
0
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0

Jean Wilson

Nov 21, 2020 9:54 PM

Wow – these beaut wizz-bang vaccines will protect you against other diseases as well as corona
(maybe).
“mRNA vaccines’ strength in generating antibodies means they may prevent pathogens from hijacking our
cells in the first place, such as malaria, which invades and reproduces in red blood cells.
Indeed, mRNA vaccines have been in early phase studies to protect against viral infections such as Zika and
rabies, according to Sanjaya Senanayake, an infectious diseases specialist at the Australian National
University.”
I like the bit about “pathogens hijacking our cells”. You can read more medical waffle about the
new miracle jabs here:
https://www.abc.net.au/news/science/2020-11-22/mrna-vaccines-covid-19-pfizer-modernainfluenza-emerging-disease/12891308
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Jodie

Nov 21, 2020 9:18 PM

We’re far from the shallow now. We’re hitting the big time:)
Lady Gaga, Bradley Cooper - Shallow (from…
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zdb

Nov 21, 2020 8:59 PM

Was it wise of me to listen to Gulag Archipelago while reading this?
1
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Je!rey Strahl

Nov 21, 2020 8:09 PM

Censorship? What censorship?
Even Prof Carl Heneghan of Oxford, the head of the Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine, got
censored by FB for posting about his own article in … The Spectator, about the Danish mask
study, peer reviewed, posted in a medical journal.
https://twitter.com/carlheneghan/status/1329861848573861888
Carl Heneghan
@carlheneghan 11/2020
Here’s what happened when I posted our latest Spectator article to Facebook – I’m aware this is
happening to others – what has happened to academic freedom and freedom of speech? There is
nothing in this article that is ‘false’ [Screen shot of the censored post]
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Almondson

Nov 23, 2020 3:50 PM

Reply to Je!rey Strahl

Prof Carl Heneghan is yet another idiot who uses Fakebook.
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Schmitz Katze

Nov 21, 2020 7:50 PM

I´ve just learned, at last week’s anti-lockdown querdenken rally in Stuttgart, an eleven-year-old,
at an open mike, tells about her fear of being denounced by the neighbors, compares herself to
Anne Frank, and gets to deal with the public prosecutor’s office.
The little girl´s crime she´d committed was to have a birthday party with her best buddies, which
was the normal thing to do not so long ago, now it is verboten. She had her party behind closed
curtains and „mucksmäuschenstill“ , psss without a whisper. As she is aware that little children
can be taken into state custody if Corona regulations are broken she was in great fear of being
taken away from her parents.
At school she had of cause also learned about the little girl Anne who a long time ago had to go
into hiding ..
Now the Corona-law-abiding good guys just lost it having a hatefest in local news-outlets and
comment sections.They ,the good guys, calling everyone with a different opinion a Nazi and at
the same time pillorying the people for trivializing the 3rd Reich, and now going after a child!
One rule for me, another rule for thee! Whatever next? The „enabling act“ was passed last week
in this country but it must not be called thus, so that the good people do not feel reminded of
their nation’s history.
It takes a child telling truth to power.
The emperor is naked!
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Jodie

Nov 22, 2020 4:01 PM

Reply to Schmitz Katze

They appear to have vast numbers of paid trolls to comment on articles. They probably also
flood politicians with letters. There is no way to know really so why assume they are genuine
comments? The players in this atrocity could easily afford to spend a lot of money on trolls.
They could easily automate it and use pre formatted comments that just need to be edited
slightly and then log in with another id and post another one. The comments certainly seem
to have a pattern to them.
2
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Reply

0

Nov 21, 2020 7:28 PM

A few hours ago, some commentator predicted that Portugal would have a record increase in
positives: “Portugal registers a record of active cases of Covid in the country this Saturday.”
https://www.msn.com/es-es/noticias/espana/portugal-registra-este-s%C3%A1bado-unr%C3%A9cord-de-casos-activos-de-covid-en-el-pa%C3%ADs/ar-BB1beCbz?ocid=msedgntp
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Paul

Nov 22, 2020 12:15 AM

Reply to Arcabuz

I thought they had abandoned PCR testing?
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Michael G Eaglemeare

Nov 22, 2020 8:41 AM

Reply to Paul

MSN – Bill Gates news as “news” ?
1
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Almondson

Nov 23, 2020 3:53 PM

Reply to Paul

They probably haven’t, despite the court ruling, which is being challenged by other
judges.
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ToyAussie

Nov 22, 2020 4:50 PM

Reply to Arcabuz

There was a small protest in a town in our province. The Premiere came out and called the
protesters stupid and selfish and said get ready to pay your fat fine. Two days later we get the
story of this town’s hospital so overwhelmed they’re triaging people in their cars! So someone
takes a video walking through this almost empty hospital, posts it on FB. She gets lots of
backlash that it’s a poor video, doesn’t show the hospital sign to prove its authentic. etc. But it
did show the exterior, and there certainly was no line of cars with nurses going in and out of
them. Oops. Very few cars in fact. But she is vilified, the video banned and the lockdown goes
on…
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tonyopmoc

Nov 21, 2020 7:21 PM

I have got my Sennheiser HD25’s headphones on (best in class for around £120) and I can barely
understand, a word Biden is saying through his enormous Nappy Face Mask.
It is so sad, its funny
New Leader of The Free World? Don’t think so somehow.
The Americans are having a laugh.
https://twitter.com/i/status/1329895714973999109
Tony
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Schmitz Katze

Nov 21, 2020 7:10 PM

Herr Schwab, who are YOU? Are YOU the plural of royalty? if not, who are you to dictate to us your
terms for a new wolrd order, for I do not think it is in our, the peoples ´interest. As You don´t have a
democratic mandate, let the people hold a referendum on it.
How about zzat ?
„Justin Trudeau, Silent Weapons & the Great Reset: The November 19th, 2020 Age of Ingenuity“

Justin Trudeau, Silent Weapons & the Grea…
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Nov 21, 2020 7:24 PM

Reply to Schmitz Katze

https://cdn.3speakcontent.co/wrhyzieh/JpKeVtxemfNSQjjWGXVamAYQzPmFuBebdxgnZ
mBnVjyTeIAuZXjcJtwoZbKcnnKG.mp4?
fbclid=IwAR1Tf91zrdjluETuTFC0SA2jKlOhaP0iA_bUsZwqjAOVtEwr4Bidbelj4j0
Prof of pathology says covid is the biggest hoax on the unsuspecting public ever.
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Schmitz Katze

Nov 21, 2020 9:39 PM

Reply to sam2

Sam2, we must hurry to get the facts out to those who are not members of the covid
cult. You cannot convince brainwashed people but
people are catching on, despite 24/7 msm propaganda, that´s why
and all of a sudden, comment sections are closed.
If you try phone-ins on talk radio shows like the formidable Dr. Hodkinson, in Germany,
before you can even have a chance to talk on air you have to pass a political correctness
test beforehand. Maybe they call you back and you can have your say.
But only once, mind you. For if you debunk their covid hoax with facts on air you´ll find
you never get called back again at anothertime on any phone-in.
We have to get the facts out any way we can, though. We must never give up. We are
many and they are bluffing.
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JuraCalling

Nov 22, 2020 2:56 PM

Reply to Schmitz Katze

The covid cult began in December 2019. That’s 11 months. 44 weeks. Comment
sections are not ” all of a sudden being closed”. That started within a few weeks.
Thousands of youtube accounts were closed; David Icke was taken off line as much as
possible. The mainstream have every avenue covered as usual. It’s a safety measure.
There are still ways to spread the word. But even if you spread it offline( the real world
where people used to visit), or email information and try and create an email chain
reaction you’ll find that it’s still a waste of time.
The gullible are sleeping. They’re kept warm and cosy under the bedclothes. If you
shake them and open the blinds to let the sun in they turn into Gremlins. Sheer panic.
Nothing worse than someone shaking you awake when you’re in a nice sleep…
3
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Nov 21, 2020 6:57 PM

inn ireland, at least in hospital they do a second, after 48 hours. maybe only if the first one was
negative
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Nov 21, 2020 7:11 PM

Reply to sabelmouse

here’s a nasty adverse reaction from one of the people in the vaccine trial. No compensation
from the vaccine company so she has to fundraise for her medical bills
https://www.gofundme.com/f/medical-and-child-care-expenses?
utm_source=customer&utm_medium=copy_link_all&utm_campaign=p_cp+share-sheet
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Nov 21, 2020 6:26 PM

Perhaps 200,000 people slaughtered by British politicians and their advisors, due to the COVID
measures. they are on the hook for some serious prison time if they don’t go with full police
oppression. They are now in too deep. Charges of genocide will be coming their way, if they don’t
keep it up.
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Nov 21, 2020 8:05 PM

Reply to Martin

They can say they thought the virus was real. They were scared. Wern’t thinking straight.
Plead insantity. Release all the info on who was giving the instructions like the WHO for
example. By cooperating and showing remorse they could get off with therapy in a nice
resort. Be like a holiday. A new beginning so much better than before. Doubling down tho is a
real bad idea. That path doesn’t end well for them.

Ariana Grande - Break Free (Live on the Ho…
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Tomoola Sitchin

Nov 22, 2020 12:16 PM

Reply to Jodie

Doubling down will get us all into trouble and yes they shouldn’t do it, or it will end badly
for all them. However, there can be no easy way out, they have killed too many and there
can be no free pass to that nice resort.
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Schmitz Katze

Nov 21, 2020 6:25 PM

“Covid-19 has been a great accelerator of change”…”transformation of society is speeding up by the
day. I see this also as an opportunity”.. “The need for global cooperation and this acceleration of
change will both be drivers of the Great Reset. And I see this as an unprecedented opportunity”…
The words of EU Commission President Ursula von der Leyen. She and former US Secretary of State
John Kerry join the discussion on impact COVID-19 has had on public confidence in the ability of
leaders and institutions to prepare for unexpected risks.
https://soundcloud.com/world-economic-forum/building-future-resilience-to
“The notion of a reset is more important than ever before,”
~John Kerry
“This pandemic has provided an opportunity for a reset.”
~ Justin Trudeau
They are not hiding it any more:
https://www.weforum.org/great-reset
20
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Reply to Schmitz Katze

I think the conclusion you should reach from that is that they are worried about being
discredited, not that they are planning a ‘reset’. Just because a small group have planned to
do something, it does not means they will do it, or that they will succeed. The ‘Reset’ is a
distracting from the financial looting that has already happened, via central banks and via
the shut down, helping Amazon, Google (CIA), Facebook, Apple, Netflix, Zoom, AirBnB, Visa,
MasterCard, Google Education(CIA), and hundreds of other US Oligarchs.
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Nov 21, 2020 9:06 PM

Reply to Martin

https://youtu.be/Qk5FNEfi9BU

This past Saturday Joseph and I facilitated a 3.5 hour seminar about a possible future where
the masses are forced to navigate a gami!ed militaristic panopticon as human capital impact
commodities. This shift is being triggered by the mass immiseration resulting from the global
response to Covid. We’re now living through Klaus Schwab and World Economic Forum’s
“Great Reset.” The Davos billionaires want us to submit and become playable characters ruled
by the United Nation’s Sustainable Development Goals, tiny dots in a real time horror show
they call the “Internet of Bodies.”
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sabelmouse

Nov 21, 2020 7:02 PM

Reply to Schmitz Katze

were they ever?
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JuraCalling

Nov 21, 2020 7:11 PM

Reply to Schmitz Katze
Großer Bruder hat gesprochen....
Bastarde
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0

Nov 21, 2020 6:25 PM

Macron have turned the Paris streets into a crime scene, where a mafia police force are fighting
for their right to be above the law, and murder and abuse people without accountability. This
after years of turning the police into the enemies of the people via faker terror attacks. But these
politicians are in so deep now they can’t get out now with their freedom guaranteed.
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Moneycircus

Nov 21, 2020 6:40 PM

Reply to Martin

The idiots who voted for Macron are also to blame. The manoeuvre when he entered the race
was so transparent, as is his background and purpose.
Only a moron would have voted Emmanuel Rothschild Poodle and then feigned surprise at
the result.
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Nov 21, 2020 7:37 PM

Reply to Moneycircus

What is occuring in the US (Voter Fraud) at the moment is not an isolated case. The
mechanism employed by the DS in the US to RIG the Election in the US was imported
after succesfully having been used in many OTHER Countries WW. Watch Trump
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Nov 22, 2020 7:18 AM

Reply to Moneycircus

hear hear really he looks like Tony Blair’s boy same sack o sh*te i have a comedic theory
that Tony is the daddy and his fake wife the mum [only joking but the ages and dates
coincide] anyway yes he was SO transparent BANKING boy did good with Rothschild ; he
is RABID in this story fake ‘slamic attax then fake virus he even burnt Notre Dame to take
away from his fiascos and losing battle with The Gilets Jaunes him and Trudeau are the
face of fascism in a business suit let loose on their populations same as Blair was here and
Obummer was there dear up is down left is right INVERSION their modus operandi
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Schmitz Katze

Nov 21, 2020 6:08 PM

Urgent!
In Leipzig a big anti-lockdown rally has been banned by police over flimsy pretext of violation of
corona regulation. The people will not disperse though,there are clashes taking place between
columns of left-wing protesters, so called counterprotesters-antifa groups who are holding
banners denouncing anti-lockdown protestors as “Corona deniers and Nazi pigs”
Protesters are chanting: „choose your side, shame on you! at the police and antifa groups1!
„We are peaceful, what are you!, cjear the street, we will march on! shame on you!!“
!OPEN THE WALL! The wall has to go!! They are shouting the same slogans as back in the time the people
did when the Berlin wall fell and with it the regime which subjugated the people of former east Germany
However, the police just annouced the protesters should be patient for just a little while for the police to,
clear the street so that the rally “in sma
ll groups” can take place
Protesters are shouting: “we will march together! We will not be divided”
Some are shouting: Liars! We want to march! Let us out!

LIVE aus Leipzig: Demo gegen Corona-Ma…
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Je!rey Strahl

Nov 21, 2020 8:11 PM

Reply to Schmitz Katze

Antifa “anarchists” are now serving as shock troops for the official narrative.
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Schmitz Katze

Nov 21, 2020 11:03 PM

Reply to Je!rey Strahl

It´s old hat. Left-wingers,( there are exeptions ) in tow with their antifa sturmtroops
are deluded anarchists, they are the ruling class´ useful idiots, querfront, in lockstep
with totalitarianism. They are authoritarians in favor of compulsory mask-wearing,
lockdowns. Mussolini, himself from a socialist revolutionary background, had a name
for it FASCISM!
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hope

Nov 22, 2020 10:11 AM

Reply to Je!rey Strahl

The extreme left has from the beginning been a creation of the deep state to get rid of
the real opposition in every country.
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Je!rey Strahl

Nov 22, 2020 7:04 PM

Reply to hope

What utter nonsense, as if you can write off Rosa Luxemburg, Karl Liebknecht, Anton
Pannekoek, Georg Lukacs, Karl Korsch, Otto Ruhle, Sylvia Pankhuurst, and numerous
other people in the left communist tradition, plus Kropotkin, Bakunin, Emma
Goldman, Malatesta, Nestor Makhno, numerous other people in the anarchist
tradition, including the ones from both traditions who created the actual “soviets”
(local councils) and factory committees in Russia in 1917 who were repressed by the
Bolsheviks once they took state power, and the Spanish/Catalan anarchists and left
communists who created the federated collectives in Spain, especially Catalonia and
Aragon, during the Civil War, plus the Surrealists, Situationists,…. Go ahead and stay
in your statist illusion world in which nothing happens unless hierarchical
organizations make it so
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Nov 21, 2020 9:23 PM

Reply to Schmitz Katze

So, the alleged anti fascist organisation Antifa not only reveals itself as being active
supporters of fascism, but as gatekeepers for the State, and the creatures driving the Great
Reset. How ironic.
They remind me of the various ‘socialist’ groups here in Australia, and around the world
doing exactly the same thing. Completely ignoring the devastating consequences of the
lockdowns on the poor and most vulnerable, while demonising those who are resisting this
new normal fascism as ‘covid deniers’ and ‘neo nazi’s’ and ‘rightist nut jobs’.
What low life filth.
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Schmitz Katze

Nov 22, 2020 12:19 AM

Reply to Gezzah Potts

Gezzah, socialists are twisted idealists, “taliban” out on a mission to fundamentally
change (save) the world, all of humanity.
Idealist, “someone who believes that very good things can be achieved, often when this
does not seem likelyto others“
most of all. they are dogmatists,
.wiktionary “One who derives philosophical or religious principles from a priori
assertion or revelation rather than evidence or experience.”
Jean-Paul Sartre called it -Hell is other people- ( woe to those who see things diffent
from us…. )
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JuraCalling

Nov 22, 2020 1:29 AM

Reply to Schmitz Katze

I read urgent so stayed with it. I still don’t know what’s urgent.
0
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Nov 21, 2020 5:41 PM

The “SPARS Pandemic Of 2025” Simulation & The Dangerous Bipartisan Vaccine Agenda
https://www.thelastamericanvagabond.com/spars-pandemic-2025-simulation-dangerousbipartisan-vaccine-agenda/
https://www.centerforhealthsecurity.org/our-work/pubs_archive/pubs-pdfs/2017/sparspandemic-scenario.pdf
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Nov 21, 2020 5:09 PM

Perhaps 200,000 people slaughtered by British politicians and their advisors, due to the COVID
measures. they are on the hook for some serious prison time if they don’t go with full police
oppression. They are now in too deep. Charges of genocide will be coming their way, if they don’t
keep it up.
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Nov 21, 2020 5:05 PM

Now all the CIA need to do is capture the protest, like they do every ‘uprising’. After they have set
the political class up by feeding them this Covid crap, and drawn them in far too deep to every
get themselves out. A bit like the expenses scandal in the UK. Follow our good advice…..then
Ops……. you’re all criminals.
Paris demonstrations.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cZ2blZgo4ZY
Leipzig demonstrations.
LIVE: Anti-lockdown demo hits Leipzig, cou…
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Berrent

Nov 21, 2020 5:02 PM

Macron have turned the Paris streets into a crime scene, where a mafia police force are fighting
for their right to be above the law, and murder and abuse people without accountability. This
after years of turning the police into the enemies of the people via faker terror attacks. But these
politicians are in too deep now, they can’t get out now with their freedom guaranteed.
‘’LIVE: Protests against ‘global security’ bill continue in Paris’’
LIVE: Protests against 'global security' bill …
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Berrent

Nov 21, 2020 4:51 PM

They people cling to their masks like a comfort blanket, they see what is coming, they can feel it
in their souls, they cling to the rag and pray: …..please let it not be true…..everything I have is lost,
everything I believe is gone, please let it not be true.
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hope

Nov 21, 2020 4:19 PM

Great! After the Danish ruling against mandatory vaccination, this is another major victory.
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Berrent

Nov 21, 2020 4:52 PM

Reply to hope

We can beat the bastards like we did over the tracking App.
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kevin

Nov 21, 2020 8:56 PM

Reply to Berrent

It won’t be as easy. They pushed the masks way harder than the tracking app, and they got
their way on it. If they push as hard with the vaccine, many more people are going to have
to demonstrate a much greater willingness to resist.
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Nov 21, 2020 3:30 PM

Idea for a film about the coronawars – Full Tinfoil Jacket. Mr Kubrick’s no longer with us, of course,
so it’ll have to be directed by Oliver Stone. Can’t see Harvey Weinstein’s company getting a lookin, though. He’s persona non grata, nowadays.
As for the leading roles, well, plenty of them will be up for it. Is Kevin Spacey still allowed to do
the fillums? There must be a role for him in it (probably as a baddie; leader of the conspiracy
theorists, or summat). Lead goodie will, of course, be Tom Hanks. He even ”had the coronavirus”
in ”real” life!
Coming to a streaming service very near you, pronto.
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Nov 21, 2020 4:41 PM

Reply to Gwyn

Very good. This is my suggested casting as a starter for ten:Klaus Schwab: Anthony Hopkins
Charles Windsor: Hugh Grant
Boris Johnson: Christian Bale (Did a great Cheney)
Chris Whitty: Ray Winstone
Matt Hancock: must be someone who can bridge wet but sinister – Johnny Depp
Trump: Stallone
Biden:Christopher PlummerArdern: Lassie
Merkel: Toby Jones
Macron: Andrew Scott
Tom Hanks is “brown bread” (apparently).
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Gwyn

Nov 21, 2020 6:06 PM

Reply to Hector

Hard to pick any holes in that line-up. Hopkins as Klaus Schwarbie. Of course! It’s basically
a reprise of Lecter for old Tony.
Oh, and the thought of Toby Jones as Merkel really cracked me up. :o)
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Nov 21, 2020 6:55 PM

Reply to Hector

And may I suggest, as an embodiment of the entire Left, we resurrect Ian Richardson to
reprise his Francis Urquart character to continually deliver the line, “You might very well
think that; I couldn’t possibly comment”.
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Nov 21, 2020 7:15 PM

Reply to Hector

It’s a pity Charles Bronson’s no longer with us. He’d have been a brilliant Merkel.
Love the idea of Ray mister versatile Winstone being Chris Witty :
” oi..you slaaaaaag..this is my manor innit..we’re gonna give this virus a little vist ok..it ain’t
faaaaaamlee…”
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Tomoola Sitchin

Nov 21, 2020 9:51 PM

Reply to Hector

Surely the weasel Tony Blair should be in there and no doubt he’d be happy to play his
two bit self.
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Nov 21, 2020 2:58 PM

The Fraudian wins the war of the adverbs with a “terrifyingly” in one of today’s headlines (about
US Covid cases). That level of ridiculous desperation may be a good sign that fear levels aren’t
high enough for them. For some reason, I was reminded of an old Spitting Image sketch where
David Coleman become hysterical with too much of the race left to run.
P.S. Anyone in need of an emetic should read Hadley Freeman today.
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Nov 21, 2020 3:54 PM

Reply to Edwige

Merely thinking about that odious hack’s done the trick for me. Bleugh.
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tonyopmoc

Nov 21, 2020 2:55 PM

Whilst the Globalist, Soros Supporting, Ex UK Ambassador Craig Murray attempts to denigrate
“populist politicins ” using a dire Tik Tok video
What would he prefer instead, and what exactly does the word populist mean?
“a person, especially a politician, who strives to appeal to ordinary people who feel that their
concerns are disregarded by established elite groups.”
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Nov 21, 2020 8:08 PM

Reply to tonyopmoc

Those who rise through the institutional system can never fully escape. It will forever colour
their view of the world.
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Nov 21, 2020 9:43 PM

Reply to tonyopmoc

Murray always reminds me of the villains in the early Scooby Doo’s..
“If it wasn’t for those pesky working class Brexit and Union voting oiks….”
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George Mc

Nov 21, 2020 2:33 PM

Marx on the power of money:
“I am ugly, but I can buy for myself the most beautiful of women. Therefore I am not ugly, for the
effect of ugliness – its deterrent power – is nullified by money.
I, according to my individual characteristics, am lame, but money furnishes me with twenty-four feet.
Therefore I am not lame.
I am bad, dishonest, unscrupulous, stupid; but money is honoured, and hence its possessor. …
I am brainless, but money is the real brain of all things and how then should its possessor be brainless?
Besides, he can buy clever people for himself, and is he who has power over the clever not more clever
than the clever?”
And now money has bought the entire public face of the scientific community. Money has
effectively bought science. Money can now change the very laws of physics.
(And how ironic that money bought “Marxism” long ago!)
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Nov 22, 2020 5:47 AM

Reply to George Mc

Ayn Rand had a lot to say on money, with a positive spin. Every true member of organised
religion believes that wealth equals virtue: it says so explicitly in the “holy” texts.
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srsly not spam!

Nov 21, 2020 2:12 PM

This has been reposted on reddit… watch them squirm in the comments!
https://www.reddit.com/r/Coronavirus/comments/jyaieq/portuguese_court_has_ruled_pcr_te
sts_unreliable/
I think the way to go is to simply post links to OFFICAL SOURCES without stating your opinion.
Don’t give them any hint of what you think and do not respond to baiting replies. Simply post
links to OFFICIAL SOURCES.
I applied this strategy to a specialist forum I am a member of. They have a “lounge/news”
subforum where a “COVID news” thread was ongoing. I posted that most of what was being
posted was fake news and there is no pandemic… Several other members repsonded with the
usual ad hominem attacks, and a moderator gave me a passive aggressive speech about how
they would “allow” the “denialism” because they were free speech,etc. I then posted links to
sources such as the CDC figures on actual mortality….they could not argue so they removed the
entire thread!! (which was pages of re-posted propaganda except for my two comments)
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